HEADQUARTERS
ITALIAN FRONTIER CONTROL DETACHMENT
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE CORPS
ALLIED FORCE HEADQUARTERS
APO 304  U. S. ARMY

12 June 1945

SUBJECT: Frontalier (Tessera di Frontiera) Traffic

RE: Statement for the Press

1. Limited frontalier traffic between Italy and Switzerland will be opened on 20 June 1945.

2. A new Allied Tessera di Frontiera is replacing that in use previous to the arrival of the Allies in northern Italy.

3. All "Tessera di Frontiera" are hereby declared void and must be returned to the nearest CIC, Italian Frontier Control office or crossing point.

4. Application for new Tessera di Frontiera can be made at the following CIC or CC:RR offices:

   a. Monte Spluga
   b. Villa di Chiavenna
   c. Piattamala (Tiravo)
   d. Ponte del Gallo
   e. Vorcola di Lifigno
   f. Stelvio
   g. Lanzo
   h. Ponte di Chiasso
   i. Gaggiolo
   j. Ponte di Tresa
   k. Fornasette
   l. Zenna
   m. Valmara
   n. Paglino

5. Copies of the regulations governing frontalier traffic are available at the above named places.

6. The above named places are hereby designated as the official frontalier crossing points.

7. No person will be allowed to cross without the Allied approved "Tessera di Frontiera". Only persons having legitimate business reasons will be considered.

FOR THE COMMANDING OFFICER:

NICHOLAS A. NATSIOS
CIC, ITALIAN FRONTIER CONT.